
DAY 5 TAI CHI HOME STUDY 
 

April 1st 2020 
 

ITS APRIL FOOLS DAY AND IM NOT FOOLING 
 

Looks like the quarantine is going relatively well and most, not all, but most people are 

following the guidelines to help slow the spread. It’s very challenging and getting hard and 

harder by the day. If the sun made more personal appearances I think we would all be feeling 

better but I am hopeful that day will come soon. So for now let’s continue to work on those hard 

to work on areas in the home.  

 

FENG SHUI 

 

So far we have opened up the mouth of the house, worked on those poison arrow catch all 

corners, and today we will be going into the closet. NOOOOOOOOOOO! This is not an April 

Fools Joke either, Closets, because it has a door, have blocked energy flow so seem to be one of 

those areas that we allow to become inauspicious or a catch all of clutter. Good news is you only 

need to tackle one closet at a time. One of my favorite Feng Shui cleaning techniques is to just 

dive into the closet and get everything out, It’s actually kind of fun too, if you want to do this in 

an orderly fashion you can do that too by making piles or sorting the items, keep, donate, and my 

favorite is the no clue pile.  

 

After you have totally emptied the closet be sure to clean it a good vac before putting anything 

back, then start to make a plan on how you will return the keep items in an organized way not 

just throw it back in.  

 

The donate pile can be somewhat of a challenge due to the Covid19 virus, try to find a temporary 

safe place for storage them. If you do have items to donate please make sure the items are clean 

before you store them. When you do donate them make sure you call the facility before donating 

as requirements will most likely have changed.  

 

Now the last pile is the I have no clue pile, I call this the I’m not sure pile, look at each item one 

by one and if the item makes you happy and you have used it in the past year on occasion for that 

special time it’s definitely okay to keep it but if it doesn’t make you happy and you have not 

used it for ages then its probably one of the items to let go.  

 

When analyzing wether to keep something or let it go there are 3 major conditions to consider.  

 

Like (good chi) or not like (negative chi) 

Is it broken (negative chi) 

Is it clutter (negative chi) 

 

One closet, One day at a time, STAND AND BREATH!  

 

 

 

CHI GONG  



 

The weather outside is frightful 

But the fire is so delightful 

And since we’ve not place to go 

Let it ...../NO NO NO NO NO lets not go there (April Fools)  

 

Our Chi Gong will be focused yet again on a wet, damp, and cool atmosphere conditions. And 

what organs are these conditions? Think the Water Element organs.  

 

Let’s begin again today doing the hip circle exercise. 

 

To help align the energy and also to help cultivate the chi in our bodies we are going to overview 

what we call the GV Roll.  

 

The GV Roll has multiple benefits to the energy flow or chi flow in our bodies. and also if you 

think of it physiologically it, it helps with the Endocrine System, Immune System, and the 

Urinary system.   

 

We will begin with standing feet should width apart and our spine strait up and neutral. Try to 

relax focusing on breath. Gently and slowly lift your chi up toward the ceiling, gently stretches 

the REN Meridian path without force, hold and breath in this position for no less then 3 relaxed 

spring breaths, then slowly bring your chin forward, which will release the strain on the REN 

Pathway, and keep your chin down and Center toward the chest. Then mindfully focus on the 

GV 20 or top of your head and begin to bend forward maintaining a relaxed mindful state.  

 

Most of you know this form very well as we do it quite often through the year. Just remember as 

you roll forward try to keep the upper part of the body relaxed as well as the lower part of the 

body. Hold and breath in the fullness of the form for 3 breaths each time. This exercise is safe to 

do 1, 3 or more times.  

 

 

TAI CHI 

 

1. Preparation - This is the opening form done in 3 basic movements … Bamboo which is a 

DOUBLE ROOTED, form with feet approximately 1 inch apart. This is a good form to 

do to help open up the pressure points located in the bottoms of your feet. We know this 

as shifting forward and back with out releasing the triple warmer or lower Dan Tien area 

of the foot off the floor. Bamboo is followed by the Lifting Hands form otherwise known 

as Preparation when we slowly lift the hands up then back down. The final form is known 

as The Opening Form where we shift left and lift our hands then take a side step to the 

right, still facing our 12 o’clock position.  

2. Ward off Left ... Shift left and root left...turn right with your Center of the torso area or 

solar plexus then lift the right leg up to turn step now to 3 O’clock position into a double 

root. Remember here to try to touch the heel down first not the ball of the foot for proper 

form. Practice this a few times before moving on to the next form. After your turn step 

has been mastered begin to practice shifting into the right hip and rooting right, then lift 



your left leg up turn stepping to the left back to your 12 O’clock position into a double 

rooted T step, The hand movement we do here after both feet are DOUBLE ROOTED in 

a T STEP is the form we call Combing of the Horses Mane. Left arm lifts up into a block 

and right hand combs downward to your side.  

 

3. Grasping of the Birds Tail form begins here .. after the combing of the horses mane form 

we begin to shift our weight in the the left leg and root left at the same time circle the 

arms into the outward ball form to the left, then turn step to the right 3 o’clock, heel first 

into a double root, to the 3 o’clock position, hold the double root here for the duration 

of the form, bringing your hands to the Center line ball form, throat level, then gently 

begin to twist through the Solar Plexus to the right lowering your left hand toward the 

right elbow with the palm up, adoring pearls, keep right arm in the same position but 

slowly turn your chest back to 12 o’clock and, at the same time, lower the left hand down 

and back out to the outward ball form, then all at once, keep your root shifting but 

balanced and rooted or feet flat, turn back to the 3 o’clock position bringing your left 

hand again toward the right. This completes the Grasping of the Birds Tail Form. Sample 

below...... 

 

NEW STUDY... 

4. Roll back and push form follows the end of Grasp the Birds Tail form. Begin by shifting 

your weight back into the left hip and leg and at the same time roll both hands back 

toward the throat then down in front of the chest and then push both hands forward as if 

to block forward. Then sit back again into the left hip enough to relax the right leg from 

the floor, keeping the heel attached but not pressed into the floor, then begin to float the 

right toes inward toward the left toes and at the same time float both hands inward. You 

should be facing your 12 o’clock position at the end of Roll back and push form. (THIS 

IS A DOUBLE ROOTED FORM WITH BOTH FEET INWARD IN A V SHAPE)  

 

Roll back and push form image above 

 

 

NEXT FORMS FOR STUDY ARE BELOW-  

5. Single - Single Whip right hand in crane beak form. Shift 75 % now left enough to lift the 

right heel up then turn your chest to the right for the …… 

6. Wide embrace form ….shift right then turn left heel back then root left. (Rooting left 

would mean right foot rests next to the left ankle or leg. Side step now out with the right 

leg bringing the Left hand inside the right elbow blocking to the right side into the …..  

7. Shoulder Strike form.  

8. White Crain Stretching Wings form Now shift your weight all the way right bringing the 

left leg 90 % forward just gently touching the ball of the foot to the floor. Heavenly hands 

follows here with a brush knee turn step 90% to your left side we know this form as Quan 

Yin then Brush knee turn left again this time rooting completely left. (This would mean 

right foot resting next to the left ankle) remember the second brush knee turn step is a 5 

minute turn.  

9. the second brush knee turn to the left is the 5 minute turn.   



10. (DEFLECT ,INTERCEPT AND PUNCH) Sword in Sheath-here we are in our 20 minute 

turn position. For the first move we begin with hand in the left side position, right fist in 

left palm, we lift both hands up the left side keeping the elbows for this form down in 

upper body block form then we lift the right knee up as to turn right this time back or as 

close as you can to 12 O’clock. Double root as lower right fist to the right hip then shift 

right releasing the left leg up and bringing it forward to the 12 O’clock position 

DOUBLE ROOT here and follow by the right hand punch. (WITHDRAWAL AND 

WIPE OFF) Twist and turn left here opening only the right palm up toward the 

ceiling.(FINAL CRANE LANDING FORM) begin to shift left finally rooting left while 

raising both arms up toward the ceiling, like a WHITE CRANE LIFTING ITS WINGS 

UP, side step right out approximately 12 inches DOUBLE ROOTING then lower hands 

downward and then up to WU CHI.  
 

 

 
 


